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alissgsalICA,

INTRODGCTION

The problem studied in this project was the
theoretical concept of intuition and the behavioral
Phenomenon of intuitive problem solving. The study
progressed from several points of view. Firsto the
historical context o the concern with the concept of
intuition was explored with reference to philosophy,
psychology, and mathematics. Second, with focus on the
field of psychology, the theoretical and empirical
analyses which have been brought to bear on intuitive
behavior were explored. Thirds the measurement of
intuitive problem solving with reliance on quantifiable
and repeat-tble behavioral measurement was developed.
Fourth., intellectual and persorality correlates of
intuitive problem solving were studied.

The majority of the findings of this project have
already been published (destcott, 1964, 1966, 1968;
Westcott and Ranzoni, 1963; Westcott and Tolchin, 1966,
1968), and the present document is to be understood as
providing two things: 1) a summary of the work already
published, and 2) an addendum comprising previously un-
published material. The reader should make extensive
reference to the Principal InvestiP;ator's major publi-
cation on the subject (Westcott, 1968), copies of which
have been submitted with this report.

A
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Intuition has a very long history within the
discipline of philosophy and a rather shorter one in
psychology. Since Plato, intuition has been considered
a way of knowing which is fundamentally different from
that with which we are most familiar. For Plato,
Spinoza, Locke, dume, Bergson, Croce--and for others,

as well--intuition is a non-sensorx way to the attain-
ment of permanent, abiding, universal, ultimate truth or
reality. Through intuition, one might be directly in

contact with the final truths of the universe, the funda-
mental certainties of reality, the ultimate nature of
life or of Gnd. In their view, the process of intuition
is adamantly outside the normal conduct of daily life,
and reasonas we generally know it--is entirely antaRo-
nistic to the operation of intuition. Truth which could
be attained through intuition could never be attained
through reason, and intuited truth is higher truth
than that ever attained through reason.

This extreme position, called "philosophical
intuitionism" places intuition entirely separate from
reason, antagonistic to it, and leads to knowledge of
realities different from those which can be known
through the senses and reason. We begin at this point
because it is from here that compromises and criticisms
stem, and it is from here that the current conceptions
of intuition derive.

One of the most provocat've and influential views
within this tradition of philosophical intuitionism is
offered by BerRson. He asserted that the fundamental
truth and reality of the universe is change, evolution,
along a definite but unpredictable course. Man, in his
efforts to adapt to this ever changing reality has evolved
intellect as a way of imposing "natterned immobilities"
on the continuous flux so t,Iat ordinary life is possible.
These patterned immobilities are the conventions of
communication which we adopt, the fixedness of elements
in reality, the permanences we perceive. These patterned
immobilities, while making adaptive life possible, also
obscure from man the true continuous change and flux of
life, which is the prime reality. It is, of course,
through intuition that one can regain that which was
lost--contact with Prime reality.

He Foes on to assert that lower organisms, in their



instinctive wisdom, are continuously in contact with
the flux of life, unencumbered by the natterned
immobilities of reason. The lower organisms, however,
cannot rise above the action of instinct, while man
can. He finds that instinct and reason can enrich each
other in man to yield intuition--the highest form of
knowing. This form of knowing can reveal previously
uhknown truth and wisdom, but unfortunately, this is
rarely in a form useful to man--or indeed communicable
to man. But communicability is not a necessary part of
Knowledge in the intuitionistic view: intuited knowledge,
held by one Person, even if obscure and uncommunicable,
is of great value.

This Intuitionistic noint of view obliges us to
accept pure subjectivism and personal certainty as ade-
quate criteria of truth along with empirical criteria
of truth, and the point of view has come under severe
attack from the neopositivistic nhilosophers.

Several of the criticiEms range around the question
of contradictory iltuitions--either contradictory at one
point in time or contradictions of "self-evident truths"
by the Production of new knowledrre. stocks (1939) and
Ewing (1941) have dealt with these objections to the
intuitionist position, and have compromised to the extent
that the certainty of intuitions is seen as "justifiabie
belief," and the attainment of such a justifiable belief
may be essentially a rapid inference. *bile these are
marked deviations from the notion of intuition as
"immediate apprehension of ultimate reality" both of the
above writers hold that an element of intuition must
exist in any deductive of inductive reasoning process
to bind a premise to its conclusion. On the.other hand,
more severe criticism arises from 9unge (1952), who
holds that any point of view which proposes an absolu-
tististic non-rational notion of truth is a "variety of
quackery."

Mathematicians hold two notions of intIation as
well: the one is a point of view within mathematics
which holds that ultimate proofs are self evident proofs,
and that no amount of algebraic manipulation can prove
a geometrical axiom: its proof must be self-evident.
The second noint of view is that intuition is a process
whereby a mathematician can (and does) select from a
host of alternatives that one which proves to be most
fruitful. The latter is more familiar to most readers,
and Poincare (1913) has spoken eloquently of it as
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"discernment,"

Finally, among psychologists, there are also two
points of view and two controversies. The first concerns
the understanding of personality, by the direct
"intuitionistic" approach as compared with the
inferential-probabilistic approach. The former is a
derivative of the German academic tradition of philosophy-
psychology and is represented in the United States
principally by Allport's idiographic approach (1937,
1961), The second is a derivative of the mental testing
movement begun about the turn of the century in France
and England, and is represented currently in the Psycho-
metric approach to the study of personality. While
disputes at the methodological level go on, they tend
to obscure the underlying metaphysical differences
between the two points of view. The idiographic-
uniaueness-intuitionistic point of view must be based
on the contention that there is a stable unchanging
reality to be discovered; the Probabilistic-psychometric-
nomothetic approach is compatable with a metaphysics
which holds that reality is the name given to a more or
less successful predictive model which has beela con-
structed,
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PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH

In addition to this continuing dispute among
psychologists, there is a continuous line of reasoning
and research which identifies intuition as a particu'ar
form of b7Alavior--as contrasted to a particular form of

knowing. This line of research takes the phenomenon as

a problem in psychology rather than as a problem in

epistemology. This tradition began with Eelmholtz, who
considered knowledge which was unsupportable by logical
demonstration as "unconscious inference." His initial
analysis, as early as 1867, was directed to th-., notion
of "immediate awareness" in perception, but it did set
the stage for a long tradition of research most adequately
typified by the study of the micro-genesis of perceptio.1
(Flavell and Draguns, 1957; Kragh, 1955).

It appears that the notion of intuition as a pattern
of behavior which implies the reaching of accurate con-
clusions on the basis of what appears to be insufficient
or incomplete evidence has been rediscovered or re-
introduced independently by not less than a dozen
psychologists over the hundred years since Helmholtz
first offered the idea.

The "inference" point of vies on intuition has
generated a variety of psychological studies, and it is
to these that we now turn.

Empirical Psychological StucUes of Intuition

Empirical psychological studies purporting to be
concerned with intuition all share essentially the same

theoretical base: intuition is seen to be a behavior cr
complex of behaviors in which accurate or useful con-
clusions are reached on the basis of obscure or apparently
insufficient evidence. The studies themselves can be
divided into several classes, many of which have matured
into well established traditions of psychological
research which now make little or no reference to the
notion of intuition as either part of the problem or as
part of the solution.

The first kind of study reported mas in the area
of interpersonal perception and judgment, in which in-
dividuals were required to reach 3oncluaions about
personality characteristics of other individuals on the
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basis of whatever cues were available and utilized in
the situation provided. The situations ranged from
repeated intimate contact (Adams, 1927) to minimal
observation on a very transient basis (Hathaway, 1955).
Some of these studies were concerned with differences
among the observers, some with general characteristics
of interpersonal perception, and some with the character-
istics of the observed subjects. All yielded essentially
poor results, in that each experimenter concluded that
the situation was much more complex than had been
expected, and that any demonstration of a single charac-
teristic of "intuition" seemed to be out of the question.
The general findings on interpersonal perception (which
maze almost no reference to questions of "intuition")
are reviewed by several quite recent writers (Bruner and
Taiguri, 1954; Taft, 1955; Cline, 1964).

Another interpersonal approach has been the study
of clinicians in action, that is, the judgment of per-
sonality by professionals. While study of this kind
has a clear relevance to the methodological and philo-
sophical dispute about intuition vs. inference as a way
of understanding personality, few of the data have ever
found their way into the theoretical dispute. One
particularly interesting series of studies of the judg-
ment of Personality by a professional was presented by
Berne (1949, 1953, 1955, 1962). He describes in some
great detail the fact of his successful judgments, and
then proceeds to analyze the processes involved in
making these judgments. ffe develops both the emp:Lrical
basis of his judments and the theoretical setting for
them. While Berne indicates that skill in carrying out
"intuitive" judgments is probably the prodnct of long
experience with informal judgment in combination with a
part.tcular set of personality characteristics on the
part of the judge, Oskamp (1962) has shown that increases
in skill and appropriateness of judgment nan be altered
rapidly among clinicians by means of a relatively modest
training program.

Another study which is an extension of interpersonal
judgment was carried out by Hebb (1946). His concern
was with the judgment of emotional states in chiuTanzees
as carried out by experienced handlers. de defined
intuition in terms of implicit inference, and he found
that the bases on which the successful (i.e. adaptive)
judgments were made were not necessarily the bases which
the judges claimed to be using.
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Thus, there is a tradition--although a rather snotty
one--which has been consistently concerned with intuition
as a process of inferential judgment, usually implicit,
often said to be unconscious, and generally directed at
the problem of judging other animate objects, usually
other persons.

A second line of research on intuition has con-
cerned problem solving, i.e., the reaching of accurate
conclusions on the basis of global unanalytical processes
or implicit inference. This line of research was
initiated in the first ten years of the present century
and was based on the notion that more primitive, less
socialized, less intelligent individuals would utilize
the more primitive intuitive basis for reaching con-
clusions. Studies of retarded children (DeSanctis, 1928)
were said to show that younger and retarded children
were more able to make accurate wholistic judgments of
the number of dots on a card than were older normal
children or adults. The data in these studies are not
very convincing and there is a long gap in time before
another study intuitive of problem solving was carried
out. Bouthilet (1948) had subjects read a list of
associates 3onstructed with certain fixed but unexpressed
rules concerning the relation between the stimulus word
and the response word. They were then obliged to pick
out the pairs they had seen from a much longer list as
a test. The test list was constructed so that only half
of the original list was included and scme unfamiliar
pairs, constrl according to the rule, were also
included. She .r.::sured the extent to which Ss checked
unfamiliar,pairs which followed the rule as being
familiar nairs. She was also concerned with the ability
of Ss to verbalize the rule. The definition of intuition
whia she followed was the "ability to make correct
guesses without knowing why," and the task was designed
to reveal the extent to which individuals could do just
this.

In the same vein, Crutchfield (1960) studied the
effect on snatial mechanical problem solving which could
be induced by Ss having had relevant or irrelevant prior
experience with spatial-mechanical puzzles. He found
that male Ss who had had prior experience were better
on the test problems than male S's who had not had such
experience, although the superior Ss could not sair what
the prior experience had helped them with. On the con-
trary, the prior experience was no help to female Ss.
It might be pointed out here that no study attempting to
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explore male-female differences in "intuitiveness" has
ever convincingly shown females to be superior to males
despite folk-psychology to the contrary. Most studies
show no differences at all.

The present author's work on intuitive problem
solving is in this tradition as well. From a conception
of intuition as the process of reachina; accurate con-
clusions on the basis of consensually inadequate infor-
mation, a series of studies were performed to explore
individual differences and the stability of individual
differences. The procedures may be summarized briefly
as follows: Ss are given Problems to solve which are in
the form of verbal and numerical series and analogy
problems. Relevant information is made available in
small amounts in a fixed sequence, and Ss are asked to
solve as many problems as possible correctly using as
little information as possible. Subjects, in repeated
samples, differentiate stably along the dimension of how
much information they require before they are willing to
attempt solutions to problems and along the dimension of
success in problem solutions. Consistently, these two
dimensions are uncorrelated, so it is possible to identify
individuals of the following extreme types: 1) those who
consistently solve many problems correctly on little
information; 2) those who consistently require little
information but are typically unsuccessful; 3) those who
require excessive information and are ordinarily accurate;
4) finally, those who require a great deal of information
but are usually inaccurate in their conclusions
(Westcott, 1961).

This same conception of intuition, as the process
of reaching accurate conclusions on the basis of less
explicit information than is ordinarily required for
reaching those conclusions has been the basis for a per-
ceptual task suitable for use with children (Westcott
and Tolchin, 1966, 1968). Here again, stable individual
differences have been found.

It is the rare piece of research which focuses on
individual differences in intuitive thinking, but such
differences are often alluded to in the literature. The
present author's work has been concerned specifically
with these, and it is possible to conclude that they
exist, they are measurable, and they are relatively
stable over time.
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Psychological Theory in the Study of Intuition

There are indications in the preceding brief summary
of empirical efforts that the theoretical considerations
of a variety of sophisticated areas of psychological
research are relevant to the psychological analysis of
intuition as a behavior pattern. It may be pointed out
that no set of psychological constructs has been found
useful in the analysis of individualized subjective
altered experience as described with respect to
"philosophical intuitionism." That is, the kind of
phenomenon dealt with by the philosophical intuitionists
is not amenable to contemporary psychological analysis:
it is unrelated to ordinary empirical knowledge; It is
said to be contact with a reality ordinarily unknown to
man; it is incommunicable; it is antithetical to the
knowledae of reason. On the other hand, the behavior
which we have described as intuitive--the consistent
ftgood guess," the solving of problems on the basis of
insufficient explicit information, the reaching of
accurate conclusions without knowing the exact basis for
them--these are all behavioral events which are, in

principle, at least, open to psychological analysis.

The general areas in which one might seek relevant
Psychological constructs for this analysis would be those
areas in which Ss are expected to carry out ordinary
psychological functions--learning, perception, problem
solving, judgments, and so on--under conditions which
are in some way deprived of explicit information.

de turn to the problem of behavior without awareness,
reviewed and analyzed critically by Adams (1957) and by
Erickson (1962). The general conclusion to be reached
with respect to this area is that there are certain
functions which seem to be demonstrable in the absence
of verbalization by the S of the rules governing the
behavior, or without verbal report of the cues employed.
It appears further that accuracy without verbalization
is more likely to occur under complex conditions or under
conditions in which partially correlated hypotheses are
possible. Both Adams and Erickson conclude that behavior
without awareness is less common (at least in the
laboratory) than many people seem to think, but neither
is willing to rule it out as a phenomenon which happens
at least some times. It is of interest that studies of
learning without awareness rarely have attended to
individual differences, and even when these were evident
enough to be pointed out, they were not followed up.
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In the area of subliminal stimulation and inci-

dental learning, many of the same problems are present:

is any effective stimulus really subliminal? or is

simply a matter of subjects failing to report events

because of their vagueness? Gaito (1964) has studied

the information transmission qualities of subliminal

stimuli and the entire tradition of research on the

microgenesis of perception (Flavell and Draguns, 1957;

Kragh, 1955) testifies to the fact that there is

information transmitted before full recognition and

identification is possible. Furthermore, the infor-

mation transmitted "subliminally" may be sufficient for

some individuals to reach conclusions. Indeed the entire

notion of sensory thresholds is an arbitrary one, and

a stimulus which carries information for one subject

may not carry information for another--whether subliminal

or not. Eagle (1962) has shown individual differences

in sensitivity to subliminal stimulation, and has

indicated that individuals most sensitive to subliminal

stimulation have consistent personality characteristics,

while there are also situational variables which con-

tribute to more or less influence from subliminal

stimulation. Similarly, Allison (1963) has shown this

effect in the area of incidental learning: the experi-

mental conditions imPosed on the subject can produce

more or less effect from incidental cues.

Blatt (1961) studied differences between efficient

and inefficient problem solvers in the extent to which

their problem solving behaviors--narticularly critical

changes in behavior--were accompanied by changes in

autonomic activity. de found striking differences, in

that efficient problem-solvers displayed cardiac changes

associated with these critical points in the problem

solving process, while inefficient problem solvers did

not. Similarly, Hess (1965) has reported autonomically

mediated alterations of pupil size under various con-

ditions of the arousal of interest. These kinds of

findings together point to the possibility that while

generally unreported, subtle vegetative changes may

serve as cues to alterations of behavior under con-

ditions where the usual external cues are minimal,

obscure, or absent.

Thus, it appears that many well-developed areas of

Psychological concern are focussed on problems of complex

human functioning under conditions which can reasonably

be called "information-deprived," and it is suggested

that the achievement of accurate, successful or Productive
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behavior under these conditions is what has been referred
to by psychologistsand the more contemporary
philosophers--as intuition or intuitive behavior.

This background and these findings lead to the
highly probable conclusion that there is a complex
Psychological function--or a group of functions--which
can be Properly called intuition, and that this
function is explicable in terms of psychological con-
cepts and findings which have quite sophisticated status

in psychological theory.

The historical and theoretical developments des-
cribed above are treated in detail elsewhere by the

oresent author (Westcott, 1968), as are a variety of
empirical findinp:s derived from the study of individual
differences in the propensity for solving problems under
conditions of information deprivation. Tvie methodology
for this study has also been presented elsewhere
(Westcott, 1961, 1962t 1968; Westcott and Tolchin, 1966,

1968) but a brief review of both the methods and findings
is in order to set the stage for the data presentation
which represents the bulk of this report.

In general, the method for the study of intuitive
thinking involves the presentation of problems for which
solutions can be sought through the accumulation of
relevant information. Subjects sre given the information,
at their option, and are requested to solve the problems
correctly using as little information as possible.

For adults, the problems are verbal and numerical
series and analogies; for children the problems involve
identification of the content of a line drawing which is
presented in a sequence of fragmented steps, each step
more complete than the one before it. In the case of
both children and adults, the subject is to reach an
accurate conclusion on the basis of minimal information.

In addition to the study of individual and age-
related differences in performance on tasks such as these,
a wide variety of intellectual academis, personality and
attitude correlates have been explored and reported
elsewhere (Westcott and Ranzoni, 1963; Westcott, 1968).
A brief summary of these results is in order before we
proceed.

The previously reported results can be divided into
several classes as follows: 1) the basic measurement
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of intuitive thinking; 2) stability of intuitive
thinking; 3) age differences in intuitive thinking;
4) correlates of intuitive thinking.. These are each
summarized below.

1. Basic measurement of intlitive thinking. In
all, 11 samples of Ss of college acre have been studied
on the Problem solving scale (Cf. Westcott, 1968, chapter
5) and 17 samples of Ss ranging from nursery school
through college have been studied on the perceptual
inference scale (Cf. Westcott and Tolchin, 1966, 1968;
Westcott, 1968, chapter 6). In all samples, Ss can be
differentiated along the two Principal dimensions of
interest--Information Demand and Success. The distri-
butions of scores on these tasks in comparable samples
are similar for different forms of the task, and nearly
identical for the same form of the task.

On the intuitive problem solving task, the two
Principal dimensions of behavior are uncorrelated, and
it is possible to identify extreme performers on both
dimensions at once. Ss have been identified who require
significantly less information than the mean and are
significantly more successful than the mean, and these
Ss are designated Group 1, intuitive thinkers. A second
group can be identified who are significantly low on
Information Demand, but are also significantly low on
Success. These are identified as Group 2, wild guessers.
A third group is significantly high on Information.Demand
and significantly high on Success. These are designated
Group 3, careful successes. A final group is found who
are significantly high on Information Demand, but
significantly low on Success. These are Group 4, the
careful failures. In all, about 7 percent of Ss meet
the criterion for membership in each of these groups
(Cf. 4estcott, 1968, Table 5-8).

In the study of lemptual_Inftrence, the indepen-
dence of Information Demand and Success was not
replicated, and the correlations between these two
dimensions are consistently high. Thus, it is not
possible to identify the same four kinds of extreme per-
formers as noted above. It is, nonetheless, possible
to identify meaningful and stable individual and age-
related differences in Perceptual Inference behavior.
(Westcott, 1968, chapter 6; Westcott and Tolchin, 1968).

2. Stability of intuitive thinking. The split-half
reliabilities of the principal scores on the problem
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solving scale are, in general, in the 60s or above,

and on the perceptual inference scale they are in the

same range. In general, it can bl said that the younger

children show greater split-half reliabilities of

measurement than do the adults. Test-retest reliabil-

ities have been calculated for adults on the problem
solving scale over a period of three years, and the

results indicate approximately the same reliability as
found with the split-half method (Westcott, 1966).

For the Perceptual Inference task, a two year test-
retest study was conducted with Ss initially tested in

grades 5 and 6, and later retested in grades 7 and 8.

These reliabilities were also of approximately the same

magnitude as the split-half reliabilities (Cf. Westcott

and Tolchin, 1968; Westcott, 1968, chapter 6).

3. Age differences in intuitive thinking. Because

the problem solving task is not within the competence

of Ss below the upper levels of high school, the

Perceptual Inference task was used to study age differ-

ences in Ss ranging from nursery school through college.

In general, it can be said that information demand

tends to increase from nursery school to the middle

years of elementary school and then to decline amain to

college age. That is, Ss in the youngest groups are

willing to make attempts at solutions on very little
information, middle elementary school children are the

least willing to do this, and college students fall

between the two. Second, the success with which

accurate conclusions are reached tends to increase from

nursery school to the middle elementary years, then

level off briefly, and finally increase to college age.
Thus, when these two scores are combined as a ratio of

Success to Information Demand, the derivative score--
tficiency--shows a steady rising function of ac_f;e.

(Cf. Westcott, 1968; Westcott and Tolchin, 1968). It

is to be concluded then, that intuitive thinking as the

process of reaching maximally accurate conclusions on

the basis of minimal evidence increases with age.

4. Correlates of intuitive thinKing. Among
college age Ss, the relations between scores on intuitive

thinking and academic measures and attitude-personality
measures have been explored. Standardized scales of
academic potential or academic success have yielded only
minimal relationships to intuitive problem solving
skill, and standard personality-attitude scales have

performed about the same. However, interview data2

adjective check list data, and item-analysis data of

13



personality scales have shown coherent differentiations
among groups of extreme performers on the intuitive
problem solving scale (Cf. Westcott and Hanzoni, 1963;

Westcott, 1968, pp. 114-147). Among children, relation-
ships between performance on the Perceptual Inference
scale, academic measures, and personality measures have
indicated no stable relationships of perceptual inference
behavior to personality or acalemic characteristics
(Westcott and Tolchin, 1966; Westcott, 1968, p. 171-177).

Thus, the findings already reported indicate a
complex of behaviors called intuitive thinking which
are coherent within an individual and relatively stable

over time, but unrelated to the usual measurements made
of academic potential, academic success, or standardized
measures of personality characteristics.
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THE PRESENT STUDIES

The specific methods for each of the studies to be

reported here vary, of course, but the general method-

ology may be described at this point.

Either the intuitive problem solving scale or the

Perceptual Inference task were used to scale individual

subjects with reference to a) Information Demand,

b) Success, c) Efficiency. Information was then sought

with respect to-7) biographical information, b)self-

appraisals of both cognitive functioning and personality

characteristics, 0) retrospective evaluation of academic

experience, d) performance on standardized Personality-

attitude-interest scales.

Two greneral methods were used for comparing the

findings on different measures: a) correlational

analysis, comparing the Performance of all Ss on two or

more measurement procedures, 1 criterion analysis, in

which extreme performers sele,Jted on the basis of

Information Deman44 Success, or Effic;Lency were compared

in a dichotomous frAshion with respect to their Perfor-

mances on other variables.

The methodology for the intuitive problem solving

scale has been reported in detail elsewhere (Westcott,

1961, 1962, 1968) and the method for the study of

Perceptual Inference has also been described elsewhere

(aestcott, 1962, 1968; Westcott and Tolchin, 1966, 1968).

The correlational analyses and the criterion analyses

are methods which have been used through this research

project.

Results to be presented here may be divided into

three categories: 1) concurrent studies of Preference,

2) retrospective and prospective interview studies of

coomitive change and educational experience, 3) ques-

tionnaire studies of post-college experience. All

three kinds of studies are, of course, carried out with

reference tc individuals who display extreme forms of

behavior on the intuitive problem solving scale.

Concurrent 3tudies of Preference

The concurrent studies of interest and preference

among intuitive and non-intuitive thinkers were pursued

by means of the well-known Strong Vocational Interest
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Blank (Strong, 1945), and the less well-known Myers-

Briggs Tyne indicator (Myers, 1962). The q;eneral

methodolopy has been explained with respect to our

earlier studies of the characteristics of intuitive

problem solvers (Westcott and Ranzoni, 1963; 4estcott,

1968) and involves an initial correlational study

followed by criterion analysis studies.

-aoh of the two measuring scales is treated

separately below.

Vocational interests of intuitive thinkers.

The Strong Vocational Interest Blank, form r, was

administered to 95 female Ss, all collecr.e seniors whose

nerformqnce on the intuitive problem solving scale had

been studied both when they were freshmen and when they

were seniors. These Cs were drawn from the parent

populations VCFr60a anl VCFr60b (Cf. J=estcott, 1968,

Table 5-1). The three-year test-retest reliabilities

of the Problem solving scores were as follows:

Information Demand, r=.50; Success, r=.63; Efficienaz,

r=.66(717ncott, 1966). These test-retest rellabilities

approximate the split-half rellabilities of the same

scores.

From each testing, extreme groups of performances

were selected, but becausi the reliabilities are not

perfect, some 3s identified as extreme Performers when

freshmen were no longer extreme performers when seniors.

By the same token, some Ss who were not extrsme as

freshmen became extreme as seniors. Consequently, twc

sets of extreme groups were identified, with considerable

overlap between them.

The extreme Performance groups as freshmen were

compared on their SVIB performances as seniors. In this

comparison, the groups were of the following sizes:

Grout 1, intuitive thinkers, N=8; Group 2, wild guessers,

N=13; Group 3, careful successes, i4=13; Grout) 4, careful

failures, N=14.

Correlational studies revealed no systelatic

patterns, and the results of a criterion mroup item-

analysis is shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.* The results

may be summarized as follows: Grout) 1, the intuitive

thinkers,show a stated preference significantly higher

than do the other groups for the vocations of rancher,

* All tables will be found in the Appendix.
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surgeon, musician, manufacturer and stockbroker. They

stated no outstanding preferences for Particular
academic subjects, but significantly disliked philosophy

and geology. They revealed a considerable preference
for Planning for the short-term future (as contrasted to

the long-term future), and they unanimcusly prefer their

amusements in small groups or alone--as compared to the

other rlroups nreference for larger crowds.

Group 2, the wild guessers, stated sinificant dis-

likes for the vocations of music teacher and real estate

salesman, but no significant nositive preferences. In

academic subjects, they like a mathematical cluster
significantly more than the other groups do--calculus,

algebra, and arithmetic. Also they show 0;reater con-
fidence in their abilities to get others to do what they

want than the other groups do (Cf. Westcott, 1968, P.

137).

:Iroup 3, the careful successes, actively prefer
the vocations of music teacher and librarian more than

the other groups do, and in school subjects they indi-

cate Preference above the other groups for geometzy and

civics. They are more inclined to consider working for

someone else (as compared to workinF!; for themselves)

than the three other groups are, and in this process,
they place a high value on considerate treatment from

sureriors (Cf. Westcott, 1968, D. 140).

Group 4, the cautious failures, show a significant
-ureference for the vocation of clergyman, and a decided

dislike for.the vocation of nolitician. They claim to

have disliked mathematics and liked nature study in

school, and they are less likely to rebel at orders thon

the other groups.

Before attempting to integrate these findings, we
shall present the SVIB analysis for the second sample

of extreme performers--those identified from the same

parent populations on the second testing, as seniors.

In this set of comparisons, Group 1, N=5; Group 2, N=7;

Group 3, N=7; Group 4, N=9.

Tables 4 through 8 show the analysis of these
extreme performers by vocational clusters, and the rank

of each extreme group on each of the sub-scales of each

cluster. The rank on the scales is the degree to which

the group's interests conform to the interests of
successful persons in those vocations. The ranks for
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all of the sub-scales are included in the ranked Chi-

square analysis. The results may be summarized as

follows: Group 1 shows the least intmtest of all the

groups in cluster 1--professional practitioner, such

as physician, psychologist, etc., but ranks first in

interests shown by abstract physical scientists

(cluster 2) as well as in the interests of persons

engaged in typically masculine manual occupations, such

as farmer, carpenter and policeman. They show another

low point in the extent to Which they share the interests

of persons in social service activities.

Group 2 ranks first in interests shared with pro-

fessional practitioners be- otherwise, they tend to

share the pattern shown by Group 1--interest in those

areas which are of interest to abstract scientists and

practical-manual occupations.

Group 3 shares mos:4, strongly with the social service

cluster and the business cluster, while Group 4 is again

distinguished by being relatively undistinguished,
except for their lack of interest in areas which are of

interest to successful businessmen.

Combining the results of the two analyses above,

we may add to our earlier (Wastcott, 1968, chapter 5)

charactethation of the four extreme groups in the

following ways:

Group 1 appears to state significantly more prefer-

ence than the other gromps do for a diversity of specific

occupations, particularly occupations which involve

considerable risk and individual decision-making and rely

on one's own resGurces. They share interests with

individuals who are successful in the activities of

abstract scientists more closely than do the other groups.

Further, they share interests with persons in more

typically masculine vocations involving practical manual

work. They are least inclined of all the groups to share

interests with businessmen and persons successful in

social service vocations.

These findings are in keeping with earlier findings

which showed an emphasis for Group 1 on abstract

thinking, individuality, independence, diversity, and a

lack of conformity to usual social expectations or roles

for the sake of conformity.

Group 2 may be elaborated with respect to their
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dislike of the vocations of music teacher and salesman--
presumably requiring a certain amount of patience and
tact, and their feeling of confidence in regard to the
manipulation of other peoPle (Cf. Westcott, 1968, p. 140).

Their stated interest in a cluster of numerical academic
subjects--calculus, algebra and arithmetic is something
of a surprise, in this context, but the fact that they

share some of the interests (abstract sci.ence and
practical-manual) with Group 1 is in keeping with the

fact that all of our analyses have shown some overlaps
between these first two groups (Westcott and Ranzoni,
1963; Westcott, 1968). They share, most strongly, the

interests of individuals in professional service
occupations--physician, dentist, and so on, which involve
both the sciences and interpersonal manipulation.

Group 3 seems to be quite predictable. They state
most strongly of the four groups an interest in the
vocations of music teacher and librarian, and a prefer-
ence for the orderly subject matters of geometry and
civics in their school experience. Similarly, they are
more inclined to be happy working for others (as cam-

pared to working for themselves) and they place a high
value on curteous treatment by supervisors. They show
little sharing of interest with persons in typically
masculine-practical-manual vocations and show the greatest
sharing of interests with persons in social services and
business occupations. In these respects they are again

in the mainstream of well-socialized conventional
American values (Cf. Westcott and Ranzoni, 1963).

Group L. again gives us a meager set of findings,
but they add to the coherence of the characterization
of the group. They state the strongest Preference for
the vocation of clergyman and the least preference for
the vocation of politician (Cf. Westcott, 1968, p. 147).

They also state that they are less likely to rebel at
orders than the other groups are, and they show their
greatest sharing of interests with successful People in
professional services, while they share least with peoPle
in business.

The significance of the particular Preferences and
dislikes which distinguish the groups is not entirely
clear, of course, but those described above are quite
congruent with the earlier descriptions offered. Again,
the intuitive thinkers appear to be individualistic,
self reliant, ambltious and willing to take risks; the
wild guessers combine a striving for identity with a
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relatively unhappy nonconformity and uneasy inter-

personal relations; the careful cautious successes are

in the mainstream and well socialized in their culture;

the careful cautious failures dislike risx, prefer

certainties and Prefer to not rock the boat.

Intuitive thinking and Jungian typologies.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers, 1962) is

a paper and pencil attitude-interest-preference scale

based on the Jungian typologies (Jung, 1926). It pur-

ports to identify in individuals the prominence of the

various aspects of personality which make up the

Jungian types, comprising four "functions" and two

orientations. The four functions are thinking, feelin7,

sensation, and intuition; the two orientations are

introversion and extraversion. One or another of the

four functions is theorized to be "superior" in each

individual, with one or perhaps two more being available

for use, while a fourth is "inferior" for that individual.

Similarly, according to theory, a person leans toward

introversion or extraversion.

The four functions may be described as follows:

Thinkinm involves judgments of true and false, logical

deductions and inferences, cognitions of objective fact;

the function of feeling involves judgments of pleasant

at unpleasant, acceptance and rejection, assertions of

like or dislike. The function of sensation involves no

judgments; it perceives sensory details and oPerates by

receiving these and accepting them as truth. Intuition

also implies no judgment, for it accepts the Perception

of the implications of situations and events and

objects, and takes them as truth (Westcott, 1968, pp.

32-33). The first two are incomPatible, and the second

two are incompatible, inasmuch as each pair implies the

judgirg or the perceiving by different and incompatible

means. Extraversion implies that an individual takes

the outside world as his principal source of stimulation,

or the focus of his judgments, while introversion

implies the internal world as the focus f information

or judgments.

The scoring of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

items yields a score for each individual on each function,

even on the incompatible ones, and the combination of

the scores on incompatible functions yields a direction

of preference. While the preference scores range toward

both poles from zero, they may be transformed to
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unidirectional scales and thus yield scores which can
be correlated with Performances on other testing

devices.

Scoring also Provides for an aprraisal of the
propensity for ludging vs. the propensity for mr-
celyina. The former is a combination of the scores on
thinking and feelins while the latter is a combination
of the scores on sensation and intuition.

Inasmuch as we noted earlier that some of the
characteristics of successful intuitive thinkers
resembled Jung's description of the introverted intui-
tive (Westcott, 1968, chapter 5), it is of interest to
determine the relationships among these characteristics
when appraised by an instrument specifically designed
to measure them. Inasmuch as few of the scales designed

to measure characteristics we have observed in intuitive
thinkers actually correlate with our problem solving
scores, it seems unnecessarily naive to hypothesize that

the function, intuition, as measured by the Myers-Briggs
would correlate directly with intuitive thinking as we
have measured it on the problem solving scale. 4e can,

however, hypothesize that the combination of sensation
and intuition--the combination of responsiveness to
details and the propensity to extrapolate to the impli-
cations of details--would be related to our intuitive
problem solving performance. These two functions are
Precisely what is required to succeed on the intuitive
problem solving task. This combination of emphases--
themselves incomnatible--yield the score for R2E211211211

and can be compered with the propensity for Judging,
i.e., the combination of thinking and feelinv. Such a

score on the Myers-Briggs is the dimension identified
as JP--from judgment to percePtion.

Consequently, a sample of 85 Ss was drawn from the
parent population comprising VCFr60A and VCFr6OB and
their performances on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
were compared with their intuitive problem solving
scores. The correlations between the three principal
problem solving scores and the principal Myers-Briggs
scores appear in Table 9. IE is the dimension ranRing
from introversion to extraversion; SN is the dimension
from the pole of sensation to that of intuition; TF is
the dimension from the pole of thinking to the pole of

feelinp; JP is the dimension between the pole of Judp;-

ment and that of Perception. The three intuitive
Problem solving scores are familiar: R is Success,
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Cz is Information Demand; E is Emalmaz, or the ratio

of Success to Information Demand.

It can be seen that there is no relation between
Introversion-Extraversion and any of the problem solving

scores, nor is there any relation between the dimension

of Sensation-Intuition and our problem solving scores.

However, there is a significant positive correlation

(r=.27, p<.05) between the tendency to judcre events

along a dimension of "like-dislike" rather than "true-

false" and the tendency to require a large amount of

information before reaching a conclusion. Similarly,

there is a significant correlation between both Success

and Efficiency and the JP dimension. Ss who relate to

stimuli by perceptual responses rather than by judgmental

responses, regardless of whether one perceives details

or implications are more successful on intuitive problem

solving, as hypothesized.

Thus, while the specific function of intuition, as

an element in Jung's theory of personality is not directly

related to intuitive problem solving as we have described

and measured it in the present research, relevant aspects

of the Jungian typology are related in a meaningful

fashion to intuitive problem solving.

It should be pointed out that Jung's theory is not

a theory of problem solving or a theory of knowledge,

but a theory of personality, and the measurements made

in the present research on problem solving would be

modestly related, at best. It would seem, then, that

as in our previous reports, the stable dimensions of

problem solving which we have described touch other

theoretically and empirically interesting areas in

meaningful ways.

Retrospective Studies of Change

Measured change and awareness of change.

From the sample identified as VCFr63, comprising

448 Ss tested as freshmen (Cf. Westcott, 1968, Table 5-1),

a sample of 50 was drawn when the Ss were seniors and

retested on the intuitive problem solving scale. These

50 Ss were studied through an interview parallel to that

reported by viestcott and danzoni (1963) on another

sample, The questions were similar to those previously

reported, but focussed on changes in interests and

attitudes over the three and one-hslf years between the
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first and second testing. The analysis is focussed on

a smaller sample of the fifty: a sample comprising
individuals who displayed laro;e chancres in their

Information Demand scores. This criterion was selected
because this stylistic feature was more reliable than
other measures on split-half studies, and was less
reliable, i.e., more subject to influence, on test re-

test studies (destcott, 1966). Further, the relation-
ships between Information Demand and extra-test behaviors
were generally the most interesting (Westcott and
Ranzoni, 1963; destcott, 1968, chapter 5).

From the sample of. 50, Ss who showed a change in
the Cz score of 100 points or more in either direction
were selected. This score has an arbitrary mean of

1000 and an arbitrary SD of 50. The pis were designated
as Increasers or Decreasers, the former showing a higher
Information Demand as seniors than as freshmen, and the
latter showing a lower Information Demand as seniors than
as freshmen.

The mean freshman and senior Information Demand
scores of the two groups are shown in Table 10. It is
evident that the freshman scores of the Decreasers, as a

group, would have classified them as extreme performers
according to the criteria previously used (Westcott and
Ranzoni, 1963; Westcott, 1968, p. 113) but the Increasers
would not have been an extreme classification as freshmen.
As seniors, both groups show mean Information Demand
scores which qualify as extreme performances9 and the
Decreasers show a greater overall change than do the
Increasers.

The hynotheses were (mite general, but it was
exipected that those who displayed the marked decrease
in Information Demand would also display a greater
freedom of action than the Increasers, in the light of
earlier findings concerning the relationships of per-
sonality and attitude characteristics to Information
Demand (Westcott and Ranzoni, 1963; Westcott, 1968, p.
-17748).

The questions asked were as follows:

1. Do you think you have changed much during the
past three and one-half years?

2. In what ways do you think you have changed?
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3. Have your interests changed? in what ways?

4. What sources of influence in these changes can

you identify?

5. Do you remember your reactions to the problem-

solving test es a freshman, and now as a senior? How

did your reactions differ, if at all?

6. Do you like to take chances?

7. What are your plans for the next year or so?

The actual form of the question varled slightly
from person to person, and a free exchange interview was

maintained. The similarities and differences among the

two groups are indicated in Table 11.

With respect to the awareness of chanFe, the
replies included such statements as, "completely";

. . . I guess so, you can't help it, can you? . .

"not much, so far as I can tell . . ."; "not at all,

in any important way '3 It is evident that the
Ss who increased in their information requirements split
evenly between positive and negative reports, while the

Ss who decreased in Information Demand are much more
frequently aware of changes in themselves.

Even those who initially reported little or no
change were able to report some differences in them-
selves with further inquiry, and the kinds of change
which were elicited by the second question show some
interesting similarities and differences between these
two groups of Ss. The most commonly reported r;hanFe by

both groups was an increase in tolerance of differences
amonF peoPle. Ss in both groups frequently said "I don't

judge anymore . . ." "I don't try to impose my rules on

others . . but at the same time they generally felt
that they had more clear-cut standards fol.' themselves

than they had had as freshmen. Similarly, both groups
reported an increase in social poise and confidence
with considerable frequency, and in their ability to be
intellectually critical.

The groups differ, however, in some interesting
ways. A marked increase in self-awareness is shown by
half of the Ss who decrease in Information Demand, and
in one-third of those Ss who increase in Information
Demand. Statements of this kind of change are,
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"I learned a lot about myself . . ."; "I feel much more
like a whole person . . "; "I've got some idea now about
what I want to do and be." In contrast, half of the
Increasers report their important changes as an aware-
ness of the external world--both the world of persons
and things: "I have a completely different perspective
on the world."; "I see other People more as individuals

. ."; "I'm not awed by much of anything anymore . . .";

"I can be discriminating and critical of the things I

see and hear ." None of the Decreasers reported
their changes this way.

One of the most marked differences is that the
Decreasers point particularly to changes in confidence
in their own judgment. Three-quarters of these Ss state
this specifically, while only one-third of the Increasers
identify this change.

Thus, there are both similarities and differences,
with the Decreasers tending to identify changes in their
Perceptions of themselves, while the Increasers tend to
report changes in their perceptions of the world outside
themselves. The sizes of the samples are small, of
course, and most of the differences are also small, but
the increasing sensitivity to one's own reactions among
the Decreasers, and the increasing sensitivity to the
world about one is in accord with our earlier findings
with respect to Personality differences and Information
Demand (Westcott and Ranzoni, 1963; Westcott7-70)7--

oath respect to interests, a similar pattern is
present. Among the Increasers, one-third report that
they have not changed at all, while none of the Decreasers
report this. Of the changes of interest which reflect
concrete new areas of exposure--e.g., art, skiing,
sciences, folk music, the two groups do not differ, but
a much more subtle difference does exist. The Decreasers
report changes in their approach to their old interests,
i.e., that they are more discriminating, more critical,
more diversified or deeper about their old interests,
while the Increasers do not report this at all. Again,
it anpears that there is a difference in the subtlety
with which the two groups view their own reactions to
things, with the Decreasers being much more sensitive
and subtle than the Increasers.

When we look at the sources of influence which
tne Ss report as contributing to the changes noted
above, their student peers seem to be relatively
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unimportant. In contrast, the Decreasers report a male

peer as a particularly important influence more often

than do the Increasers. This influence has sometirles
occurred in a romantic context, and sometimes in a
nurely intellectual one. Teachers are important
influences for the Increasers more often than for the
Decreasers.

Closer to the immediate situation, the Ss reactions
to the testing situation were explored. The Decreasers
split evenly between strong liking and strong disliking
for the task, with no moderate reactions, while two-
thirds of the Increasers were moderate in their reactions
and none of them liked it very much. More than half
the Decreasers liked it better as seniors than they did
as fresnmen (as far as they could remember) while none
of the Increasers report this. On the contrary, two-
thirds of the Increasers reported no change in their
evaluation. One particular change in reaction to the
testing is that three-quarters of the Decreasers reported
higher confidence as seniors than as freshmen, while
only one-third of the Increasers reported tnis.

As in previous interview studies, the appreciation
of and enjoyment of risk were explored. As reported
earlier Nestcott and Ranzoni, 19631 the low Information
Demand Ss tended to enjoy risk very much, while high
Information Demand 3s enjoyed it far less. This was
borne out in the present study, although not as
dramatically as reported earlier. '0;hile the Increasers
and Decreasers both show slightly more than half of the
3s with moderate liking or disliking for risk, the
Decreasers have no Ss who actively dislike or unalterably
opnose risk, while the Increasers have no representatives
who actively and unalterably support risk as a pleasure.

Looking at the future prosnects of these two
groups of individuals who have shown dramatically
onnosite forms of change, we find more flexibility and
uncertainty among the Decreasers than among the Increasers.
The Increasers are all committed to one or another fixed
alternative--all will either be married, be in specific
r,raduate study Programs, or be in a specific job within
the next few months; among the Decreasers, half are
still entertaining viable alternatives, and the most
frequent specific commitment is to a rather non-specific
set of travel Plans--that is, they said they would be
travelling, but they did not have fixed itineraries.
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Self-appraisal of thinking processes and chanze.

From the parent populations VCFr60A and VCFr6OB,
the members.of the four extreme groups were itterviewed
with respect to their thinking processes during their
senior year in college. It was of interest to determine

the extent to which they were aware of differences in
their problem-solving behavior, and whether differences
uncovered related to the kinds of differences which
identified them as members of extreme groups on the
intuitive problem solving task. The interview was
oriented around the simple (or comPlex) question, "How

do you think?" This was then elaborated in regard to
what changes had occurred in their thinking over the

period of three and one-half years they had been in

college. Finally, they were asked what plans they had

for the next few years.

There were eight members of Group 1--intuitive
thinkers, 13 members of Group 2--wild guessers, 13

members of Group 3--cautious successes, and 14 members
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of Group 4--the cautious failures. In Table 12, it

can be seen that the ability to reply meaningfully to

the broad question, "how do you think," is not randomly
distributed among the four groups. The difference
between replies and inability to reply without further

prqmpting approaches significance at the .10 level
(X4 = 6.2 df = 6). The members of Group 1 tend to be

more ready to reply than any of the other groups, and

at the other extreme, among the members of Group 4,

there are more blocked or indeterminate replies than

direct answers. The kinds of replies that were
scorable included such words and phrases as "visually,"
"in images," "in logical sequences," "by insight,"
"out loud," "in writing," "intuitively," "step by step"

and so on. Blocked responses included such replies as

"I don't understand what you mean," or "I don't know,"
while indeterminate replies were mostly evaluative,
such as "badly" oevery slopPy" or "it all depends . . .

without further satisfactory clarification.

Some additional replies were obtained through
probing, and from the total reolies which were eventually
scorable, some Ss clearly placed themselves along a
dimension from logical step-by-stet) work to insight or
intuitive thinkinl:!.

In Table 13 are indicated the numbers of Ss
reporting themselves along this dimension in the
different groups, and their locations on this dimension.
Group 1 has four members on this dimension, Group 2
has nine, Group 3 has 12, and Group 4 has seven. Of

these totals, Table 14 combines Ss in each group who
claim to use intuitive methods exclusively or preferably
for comparison with those who claim to use non-
intuitive methods exclusively or preferably. It is

evident that Stroups 1 and 2 split about evenly on the
two methods while Groups ) and 4 claim much heavier
reliance on the non-intuitive methods. Indeed Group 4
has no members at all whq acknowledc7e use of intuitive

methods. In Table 14, X = 5.05, df = 3, approaching
the .10 level of confidence.

While it may not be possible to say that the two
low Information Demand groups identify themselves as
intuitive thinkers, it is Possible to say that the two

high Information Demand groups identify themselves as
non-intuitive thinkers.

The second type of question pursued concerned the
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kinds of changes which had occurred in the Ss thinking
processes, insofar as they could report. First, with
respect to whether the college experience had helped or
hindered their reported abilities to think, Table 15
shows the distribution of "helped," "hindered" and "no
change" replies in the different groups. It is evident
that Ss in Grouns 1, 3, and 4 report predominantly
better thinking after three and one-half years of
college, while Group 2 more frequently reports hindrance
than help. When the two low Success groups (2 and 4)
are combined for comparison with the two high Success
groups (1 and 3) it appears that there is a tendency
toward a relationship between success on the problem
solving scale and a feeling of improvement in,one's
thinking (Table 16). In this distribution, 14 again
approaches the .10 level of confidence.

The kinds of improvements reported are too varied
to detail, but they include such comments as, "I know
a lot more." "I can think more broadly." "I can think
about things I didn't even know existed before." "I'm
more analytical." "I can be more critical." "I'm more
confident.° This last is the most common single reply,
having been reported by 10 different Ss. The changes
reported were grouped by their reference to content
or to process, and the distribution of content changes
and process changes is shown in Table 17. We note that
emphasis on content or process differs fr.a group to
group, with the extreme groups, 1,and 4, showing almost
diametrically opposed patterns (X4 = 8.80, df = 3,
< .05)

Finally, Ss were asked what their immediate post
college plans were. The resPonses included immediate
marriage, with no plans for academic work or specific
employment or career; 7arious combinations of school
and work, marriage and school, marriage and work;
specific pursuit of a job or training for a career with
no expectation of marriage. The responses were coded
into seven categories, as follows: 1) complete
domesticity, with neither desires or plans for vocation
or profession; 2) dominant interest and plans for
marriape and family, with passing reference to "keeping
busy" with some outside activities; 3) dominant interest
in family, with rather specific plans for following
academic or professional interests; 4) commitment to
both marriage and employment, but somewhat vague;
5) clear investment in both family and career; 6) career
orientation with interest in family as well; 7) plans
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for career and no Plans for marriage and family. Table
18 shows the distribution of ratings across the four
groups.

There is no indication of any clear differentiation
among the four groups in this distribution. The groups
and ratings may be combined in various rational ways,
one of which appears in Table 19. 7ere, the primarily
domestic orientations (ratings 1, 2, 3) are compared
with the predominantly career orientations (ratings 5,
6, 7) for the four groups. Chi-square is not signifi-
cant, but there may be noted a tendency for Groups 2
and 4 to be divided 2 to 1 in the direction of domestic
orientation, while groups 1 and 3 are about evenly
split between the domestic and career orientations.

If we combine the ratings as in Table 20, comparing
commitment to both marriage and career with the more
exclusive orientations, i.e., ratings 4+5 compared with
all others, the results indicate that Group 3 has the
most frequent plans for a clear and apparently realistic
combination. Once again, Chi-square approaches
significance at the .05 level (Xe = 7.30, df = 3, P falls
between .05 and .10). In a later section, we shall have
a chance to se what Ss do after they leave college.

From the above data, there is evidence that the
individuals who have been identified as very different
kinds of thinkers perceive their thinking differently.
rhe successful intuitive thinkers may be characterized
as more sensitive to how they go ahout thinking and
problem solving, although they do not report exclusive
reliance on'intuitive methods. Predominantly, they feel
that their college experience has helped them, and most
dramatically in terms of the processes of thinking
rather than in terms of content. Their most frequently
reported aid is along the dimension of confidence.

Group 2, the wild guessers are less clear on lrlow
they think, as a group, but of those who do reply,
nearly half state that they rely exclusively on
intuitive methods. At the same time, more than half
of them report either no change in their thinking Rfter
three and one-half years of college, or a hindrance.
It may be that their unsuccessful use of intuitive
methods has shaken their confidence but they have not
yet acquired new methods of Problem solving. Their
interest in the thinking process is indicated by the
fact that more than half of the reported changes in
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thinking are in terms of form or process rather than

in terms of content. Group 3 replies clearly about how

they think. About one third of those who reply claim to

use intuitive methods exclusively, while two-thirds rely

on non-intuitive methods. They generally feel they have

been helped by their college experience, but tne help

reported is split evenly between process change and

content change. Group 4 members are able to deal with

the initial question barely one-third of the time. Of

those who do finally reply, none claim any use of
intuitive methods, but most of them feel that college

has helped them with their thinking. The help reported

has been predominantly in terms of adding content rather

than in terms of altering process.

dhile we noted earlier some interesting and coherent
differences in the short-term plans of the members of

the four grouns, the long term plans do not distinI;uish

them reliably. vie note (Ta.")le 19) that there is a

tendency for Grouos 2 and 4 to plan the more conventional
lowestic future, while lirroups 1 and 3 1:19n more liversi-

fied exoerience. It iF interesting to note that while

Group 1 has always show6 a hiqh frequency of unconven-
tionality, the willingness for, and Probability of,
unconventional (and successful) behavior among members
of Groups 2 and 3 continually swings back and forth.
We have reported elsewhere (Jestcott and aanzoni, 1963)

that Grouo 2 tends toward a desperate and insecure kind
of diversiu, ihiie 3roup 3 members tynicallv do what-
ever they do with confidence. It may be that in the
lonp; run the conventionality and security of ?Troup 3

will allow a less conventional life, while the in-
security of Group 2 may prevent it.

Post-College Experience of Lxtreme ferformers

In 1966, a Tuestionnaire was sent to all Ss who had
been identified as extreme performers while in college
and who had graduated in the classes of 1960, 1961 and
1963. The total number of 3s in each extreme group,
for the purposes of this study, is indicated in Table .1.

The questionnaire asked direct questions about the
kinds of experience 3 had had with further education,
with employment, and with marriap'e and family. The
replies are tabulated in Table 21, and some interesting
patterns may be deduced which differentiate these
extreme groups.
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First, the proportion of responses received from

the groups differ significantly (X4 = 8.36, df = 3,

p< .05). It is surprising that G.roup 2, the wild
guessers, who we have consistently found to be the

most resistive and uninterested in adaPting to social

demands, yields the highest response rate. Group 4,

the cautious failures, on the other hand, has been con-
sistently the most passive and over-awed by authority,
but in this case yields the lowest response rate. It

is also true that Group 4 has indicated a kind of dis-

organization about their lives which might contribute
to a difficulty in getting a questionnaire filled out
and returned, so their low rate is partially
explainable on that basis.

As a baseline, we should also note that the mean
number of years post-college at the time of retuzning
the questionnaire is highest for Group 1 and lowest
for Group 3. They differ by nearly a full year, and

this is partially explainable on the basis of the
differential representation of each of the four groups
in each of the three classes. rq:hen considering further
data about their experience, this time differential
must be taken into account.

With respect to post-graduate education, it is
evident that fewer members of Group 4 have pursued this
kind of activity than have the members of any othFlr

group. othen Group 4 is compared with Groups 1, 2, and

3 combined, X2 = 2.93, df = 1, and the level of con-
fidence lies between .10 and .05. As a reasonable con-
sequence, the proportion of Grow° 4 attaining advanced
degrees and continuing to pursue nost-graduate education
is low.

In contrast, Group 3 is highest in all aspects of
post-graduate education. More of them entered such
programs, more completed some degrees, more are still
in such programs than in any of the other groups. Again,

with respect to the personality and attitude character-
istics of Group 3 discussed elsewhere (Westcott and
hanzoni, 1963; Westcott, 1968, D. 146) it would seem
that the restraints imposed and the rewards provided
by graduate proTrams would be most congenial to them.
These Ss have consistently been found to be cautious,
persistent, successful, respectful of authority
although not terrified by it, willing to be conventional
but able to entertain some unconventional alternatives
at the same time.
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By the same reasoning, it is not surprising--
although it may be disappointing--that such a low
Proportion of Group 1, the intuitive thinkers, con-
tinue to pursue further education. Nearly half
entered post-graduate Programs, but only about one-
fourth attained the Master's degree or equivalent, and
even fewer pursued education further.

The characteristics which the intuitive thinkers
have shown consistently--independence, self-directed
investment, dislike of imposed order--would not be likely
to lead them to select a highly formalized and structured
enterprize which has fairly conventional standards and
rewards. They might be expected to avoid all but the
most unusual post-graduate programs, or in fact, to
avoid graduate nroo;rams entirely.

aecall that Performance on the intuitive problem
solving task which classifies these Ss as members of one
or another extreme group is not related to educatioal
success in college (Westcott, 1968, p. 117), so the
results are not attributable to academic prowess.
Aather, the Personality and attitude characteristics
lead one to expect that Group 4 would be least likely
to pursue education further, for their own reasons;
Group 1 is unlikely for a different set of reasons,
while Group 3 seems best adapted and most likely to
succeed in such an enterprise.

With respect to employment, the great majority of
all the groups have been employed at some time since
graduation, and all of them have held an average of
about two different jobs. Taken in conjunction with
the next category--marriage--this shows some differen-
tiations which are not immediately evident.

The proportion of Ss in each group married rise from
Group 1 with 54 percent, to Group 4 with 88 percent,
but the years between graduation and marriage is related
in the opposite direction. That is, Group 1 has the
fewest members married, but they tend to marry earlier;
7rroup 4 has the greatest proportion married, but they
marry later, by nearly two years. Group 4 also has the
second highest number of children per marriage, the
smallest number of years married, and the shortest time
between marriame and the birth of children. They also
have the fewest childless marriages of any group. Thus,
they appear to enter domesticity late, but enter
marriage with all sails set. Group 3, with the highest
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proportion in graduate school and the second highest

Proportion married, has the fewest children and the

largest proportion--67 Perceat--of marriases with no

children.

As a final note, Group 1 has the largest propor-

tion of wives working, and Group 4 has the largest

proportion of members married to men with higher

academic or professional degrees.

A. summary may be offered: Group 1 members tend to

marry while in college, or very soon thereafter, but five

years later, only about half of them are married at all.

All of them have been employed at one time or another

since graduation. About half of them entered post-

graduate work, about one-fourth attained the master's

level, while only about 9 percent are still students.

Of those who are married, half are employed, 84 percent

have children, and half of them are married to husbands

who have advanced degrees.

Members of Group 2 tend to marry about one year
after graduation, and at the time of study, slightly

over half were married. About half of them entered

graduate programs, and more than one-third reached the

Master's level or equivalent. 16 percent are pursuing

work beyond that level. Almost all of them have been

employed at some time and of those who are married,

almost 80 percent have children and over 30 percent

are still employed.

Group 3 Ss marry later than the preceding two
groups--about 1.5 years after graduation, and at the

time of report, 3/4 of them were married. More than

half had entered post-graduate educational programs,
and a quarter of them are still students pursuing higher

degrees. Almost all of them have been employed at some

time, and of those who are married, about 1/4 are still

emnloyed. They tend to have fewer children than any

other group, with 67 percent of them childless after an

average marria7e duration of more than two years.

Group 4 members replied least frequently to the

questionnaire, and indicate the longest delay between

college and marria7e. They do not fill this time with

post.Traduate study, as they show the smallest propor-
tion of all entered in such programs. At the same time

they indicate the lowest proportion who have ever been

employed. Their marriages are an average cf more than
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two years after graduation, and at the time of report,
c38 percent were married, and 88 nercent of those married

had children. These renresent the 'lighest proportions
of all the, Frouns. Further, more of these Ss marry men
with nigher academic and professional degrees.

At this point the reader may refer back to 23bles
18, 192 and 20 which indicate the stated nlans of members
of the various extreme groups. The 3s included in
Tables 18, 19, and 20 are not the same as those renlyinrs

to the questionnaire, but they are the same with respect
to their intuitive problem solving performance and their
membership in extreme groups. It appears that Group 3

who indicated most frequently a set of plans for
marriage and career (Table 20) do, in fact, carry such
plans out. Similarly, Group 4 members, who most
frequently indicated plans for extreme domesticity, have
carried out those plans. Neither Group 1 nor Groun 2
distinguish themselves particularly with respect to
their plans; similarly, another group of Ss from 3roups 1
and 2 do not distinguish themselves with respect to
their actual post-college behavior.
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DISCUSSION

The principal aim of this discussion will he to
integrate the findings reported with respect to extreme
performances on the intuitive problem solving task.
Particular reference will be made, of course, to the

four extreme groups.

Group 1, the intuitive thinkers, had patterns of
Preference for a variety of occupations which are typically
risky or masculine, but they had no outstanding academic
preference patterns. These data are in keeping with our
earlier findings of preference for risks and the diver-
sity of academic areas from which these Ss come. They
also showed an interest in short-term planning as com-
pared to long-term planning, and a preference for small
p:roups rather than large ones. These too, are in accord
with previously Published findings concerning their
intensity of investment and their general social
separateness.

Their interests tend to be abstract, and not
focussed on either people or business, an these findings
are not surprising in the light of earlier studies of
these intuitive thinkers. Their somewh'et asocial
orientation is in conjunction with a considerable sensi-
tivity to themselves and ari awareness of what they, them-
selves think and how they think. They are aware of
changes, and can identify the kinds and sources of
change, but they are relatively less committed to any
long term practical plans. Their post-college plans are
not distinguished, but do tend to remain open to
alternatives, and their post college behavior and experi-
ence does not distinguish them in any of the areas we
have explored. They are, perhaps, most notable for
early marriage and, at the same time, for being least
likely to marry.

The tendencies toward independence of judgment and
toward a comfortable kind of non-conformity keep these
people out of the main stream of their culture, and keep
them from the institutionalized forms of restraint and
reward. So far, since graduation from college, they
have not distinguished themselves nor have they
appeared to fulfill the promise they showed during
college for imaginative and independent innovation. In
previous discussions (e.g. Westcott, 1968, p. 190-196)
we have indicated that the propensity for intuitive
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thinking is not in marked favor in our culture or in our

cultural institutions, and the road to be followed by

an intuitive thinker is rarely expected to be a straight

one. de have suggested that the bulk of our educational

system and the rest of our social institutions are well

designed to eliminate this propensity or at least to

stifle it, and we cannot be too surprised that intuitive

thinkers have not articulated with it very well.

By the same token, we might expect Group 2 Ss, the

wild guessers, to be relatively undistinguished. In

addition to their propensity for acting on minimum

information, they have a striking pronensity for reaching

the wrong conclusions. At the very least, they should be

open to correction, but their tendency to be headstrong

and agressively cocksure makes them rather unlikely to

benefit from corrective action. Indeed, they feel that

their college experience has damaged their abilities to

think--nerhaps by obliging them to be somewhat more
critical of their thinking and its products than they

were before. This group is not distinguished by Positive

interests in vocations, but by the lack of interest in

some which require patience and tact, and their

distinguishing academic interests seem to be limited to

a mathematical cluster. There has been no previous
evidence of this mathematical interest in members of

Group 2 from other samples. Again, we see that they

have a confidence in their abilities to manipulate

people (Cf. destcott, 1968, p. 137) and this takes an

institutionalized form in their preference for occupations

of professional service. They also share some of the

abstract and masculine interests or the preceding group,

and they are quite clearly uninterested in social service

or business activities. These findings are all in

reasonable accord with previously nublished findings, and

indicate that these Ss are quite confident socially,

but also lack the patience and concern for others wLich

would make them genuinely rewarding--and rewarded--social

beings.

They share with the preceding group--but to a

reduced extent--a sensitivity to their own thought

processes and the changes which occur in these. As

noted above, they feel that college has damaged their

thinking, and their aspirations for further Rcademic
work and career activities are rather low. In post-

college experience, they have not distinguished them-

selves in any way which we have found, but they do
provide a surprise in that they reply to our questionnaire
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significantly more often than any of the other groups.

AS might be expected, Groulp 3, the careful
successful nroblem solvers fit in well win the
culturally dominant roles of women. They show voca-
tional preferences for the occupations of Illusic teacher

and librarian, and they prefer the well-ordered acadeinic
subjects of civics and geometry. They would rather work

for a curteous superior than work for themselves, and
their Principal major area of occupational prefererae
is in the social services. They are least interested
in the masculine occupations and in those of the abstract

scientist.

These data are well within the framework of our
nrevious findings which indicate that Group 3 3s are most
well socialized, most fully in the mainstream of the
culture, and have the best of both the intellectual and
social worlds. Just as they were not very aware of
influences on their behavior or the sources of chancTe

reported earlier (Westcott and lianzoni, 1963, p. 607-
608), the changes which they do acknowledge in their
thinking processes and their interests tend to be
content-oriented and relatively superficial. They
indicate clearly that their thinking was helped by
colle;e, and they are quite clear that they do not
think in a manner which could be called "intuitive."
Consonnant with their concrete and rather unquestioned
Trasp of the world, they state a moderate and well-
ordered set of plans for the future which include well
formulated plans for investment in both :aarriage and a

career.

In the terms of the contemporary world, this 1:roup

has distin9:uished itself in its post-college experience.
iore than half of this group enrolled in post-graduate
education, and nearly all of that number reached the
Master's level. A quarter of them are still in school
Pursuing further degrees, four years later. This is a
higher Proportion than for any other group, and as noted
earlier, their personality characteristics and nreferences
make them particularly adaptable to gr_Iduate education.
Three-auarters of this 'Troup are married, but only one-
third of the married women have children, and only one-
quarter are employed. More than three-auarters of the
husbands hold advanced professional or academic derees.

Thus, it appears that the careful successful problem
solvers continue after colle7e to conduct careful
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successful lives, acceptth Er. the restraints of their

chosen activities and rearing; the rewards of them.

The final FrouP, the cautious f'iilures on the

oroblem solvinF scale, did not listing;uish themselves as

failures in colleme work, nor do they disting:uish them-

selves RS narticularly unsuccessful after colle;e.

Their interests gnd attitudes do differentiate them frow

the ottier mroups, but in rather subtle ways which may

iolke little difference in the day to day world.

As nointed out earlier (iestcott, 1968, p. 147),

tiey have little liking.. for Political activity, and more

interest in the activities of the cler7y cis possible

vr)cations. Their interests in academic subjects tend

to be relatively hiFh in undifferentiated nature study,

'Ind low with rspect to mathematics. They consider

themselves (s we have found !)efore) unlikely to rebel

in the face of authority, and they show little active

oreference for any occunations. :ere, acrin, we may be

witnessino; the oassivity which has charcterized this

4roup An other studies (Cf. aestcott, 1968, n. 140).

Tley are likely to be relatively um:ware and uncritica,

7..nd are not likely to know much about themselves--how

ney think, viat they nrefer, and so on. They do know,

however, that they do not think "intuitively." This

seems to be the only real indication they c.n ive of

tneir tnAW,ing trocesses, and any iNnrovellents or
chan1:-91 they renort tend to be in terms of the content

of tlinking rather than in terms of the rrocesses.

Their plans for the future are predominantly
omestic and aopear to be very much in the cultural mold.

experience they do reuort after colleme is in accord

2lans stated by Group 4 fflembers when they were

in collel.e. .4hile they tend to marry later than the

other p;roups do, they marry most frequently of all the

p:roups, and they pursue emnloyment or post-graduate

educgtion least often. The men they marry are Predominantly

orofesXonal mer, and they almost all have children.

1hiese 3s appear to have established a firm base for

themselves in the domestic scene, and probably find

there the kind of security they never found in the

academic enterrrise.

qe can note here that earlier evidence has shown

the stability of the tendency to solve problelis if

o,trticular ways (4:estcott, 1966). .0i1thin this
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f
ctability, however, there is some roox for chane, and

ov.r current study of individuals who do chanr;e their

Problem-solving strate7jes dr'maticlly indicate some

coherent chan7e in other soheres of their lives as well.

nev ten0 to tae on some of the ch9racter1stics of

persons who they cote to resemble in 7)roblem solving

behavior.

Mays
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CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions to be mached from

the data and discussion so far ;:resented are as follows:

1. There is coherence and continuity in the

conceptual formulation presented. That is to say, the

behaviorally based conception of intuition on which this

research hinges is continuous with the philosophical

tradition of the study of intuitiot4, and is firmly rooted

in both historical and contemporary psychological theory.

Thus, the conception is viable.

2. There is coherence in the empirlcal data offered

as a result of the study of individual differences in

the propensity for solving problems intuitively. 2nat

is to say, from a variety of samples and with a variety

of investiP:ative techniques, an evolving picture of the

functions, correlates, and consequences of intuitive

thinking begins to emerge. It is possible to assert

reliably that an individual has one or another pro-

rensitv for intuitive problem solving, and it is

possible to describe some of the concurrent and relatively

long-term cnaracteristics of behavior which are likely

to be associated with that propensity. Thus, the

emnirical study of individual differences in intuitive

thinking is emPi:?ically feasible and psychologically

meaningful.

3. The above assertions of a viable conceptual

base and a coherent and meaningful body of empirical

data augur well for continued research in several direc-

tions. First, continued research in alternative

laboratory situations, aimed at broadening the empirical

base for the investigation of intuitive thinking in

relatively well-controlled situations. Second, the

expansion of the empirical base to "real life" situa-

tions, in which chemists solve problems in chemistry,

engineers solve Problems in engineering, clinicians

solve clinical problems--all under conditions of

Progressive information gathering and use. Some

efforts have been made in this direrttion in medical

situations, e.g. Aimoldi (1964); Sprosty (1964), but

the aim of this work was rather different.

Third, research needs to be directed toward the

possible manipulations of educational situations to
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maximize the learning of individuals who display such

dramatically different styles of thinking (Cf. -vjestcott,

1968, p. 190-203).

4 We conclude that the study of intuitive
thinking in the format offered and followed by this

research project has brought an historically fascina-

ting and critical concept into the realm of modern

psycholopy, and may have many consequences for the

conduct of research and education.



SUMMARY

This report has served as a review of previously

published work and as a-41 addendum to it. The con-

ception of intuition has been traced from the roots of

philosophical intuitionism through modern positivism to

contemporary Psychological thinking. The few empirical

data gathered prior to 1960 have been reviewed and

related to such well-established areas of Psychological

research as social judgment, learning without awareness,

and the microzenetic study of perception. These

behavioral phenomena were seen as examples of behavior

based on deprived or reduced information, and intuition

was seen as another, perhaps more global, phenomenon of

the slme class.

Problem solving, studied in a situation where

information is at a premium, and where Ss are to solve

problems on as little information as possible, was

described as an operational approach to the study of

intuition. Data on individual differences and the

staoility and change of these individual differences

were reviewed and an array of personality and attitude

correlates was described. 3ehavioral characteristics

of Ss who showed extreme problem-solving behavior while

in college were studied up to five years post-college.

Coherent patterns of continuing difference ererged, and

suggestions for further research were offeed.
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Table 1. Stated vocational preferences and dislikes
which discriminate between single criterion groups and
all other extreme groups combined.

Criterion group Other groups
Vocation mean pref. mean pref.

Rancher
Surgeon
Musician
Manufacturer
Stockbroker

Real Estate
Salesman

Music Teacher

Music Teacher
Librarian

Clergyman
Politician

Group 1
N = 5

3.00
3.00
3.00
2.50
2.83

Group 2
N = 7

1.18

t.54

Group 3
N = 7

2.50
2.40

Group
N = 9

2.36
1.63

2.31
2.38
2.63
1.77
2.09

1.81

2.19

1.82
1.71

1.63
2.22

4.93 <.01
2.47 (.01
2.47 (.02
2.86 601
3.22 <.01

3.71 <.01

2.74 601

2.56 (.02
2.46 002

2.61 C.02
2.36 (.05



Table 2. Stated liking and disliking for school subjects
which discriminate between single criterion groups and
all other extreme groups combined.

Criterion group
Subject mean pref.

Group 1

Geology 1.67
Philosophy 1.83

Calculus
Algebra
Arithmetic

Group 2

2.55
2.91
2.73

Group 3

Geometry 2.80
Civics 2.70

Group 4

Nature Study 2.82
Mathematics 1.73

Other groups
mean pref.

2.22 2.39
2.75 2.04

1.78 3.50
2.41 2.78
2.26 2.35

2.14 3.80
2.18 2.08

2.07 3.75
2.48 2.42

<905
.05

<.01
<.01
(.05

(Al
005
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Table 4. Ranks and sum of ranks on subseales of the
professional practitioner cluster for the four
extreme groups.

Scale Rank

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Artist 4 2 3 1

Psychologist 4 2 1 3
Architeet 3 2 4 1

Physician 4 1 3 2
Psychiatrist 4 2 1 3
Osteopah 4 1 2 3
Dentist 3 2 4 1

Veterinarian 3 2 4 1

Sum A 29 14 22 15

X2R = 10.95, p < .02

Table 5. Ranks and sum of ranks on subscales of the
physical-abstract saiehtist cluster for the four
extreme groups.

Seale Rank

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Mathematician 2 3 4 1

Physicist 1 2 4 3
Chemist 1 2 4 3
Engineer 1 2 4 3

Sum 13 5 9

x2R = 9.30. P <4,05

A-14,

16 10



Table 6. Ranks and sum of ranks on subseales oJC the
maseuline-practieal-manual cluster for the four
extreme groups.

Seale

Group 1

Rank

Group 2

Farmer 1 2
Carpenter 1 3
Forest
Service Man 1 2
Aviator 1 2
Printer 1 2
Math.Science
Teaeher 2 1

Policeman 1 3
Army Officer 1 2

Sum R 9 17

X2R = 18.45, p .01

Group 3 Group 4

4 3
4 2

4 3
4 3
4 3

3 L.

4 2

3 4

30 24



Table 7. Ranks and sum of ranks on subsoales of the
social service elaster for the four extreme groups.

Seale Rank

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

YMCA Phys.
Director 4
Personnel
Administrator 3
Public
Administrator 3
Vocational
Counsellor 4

YMCA Secretary 4
Physical
Therapist 3
Social Worker 4
Social Science
Teacher 4
School
Superintendent 4

MinIster 4

3

2

2

2
2

1 2

1

1

1 3
1 3

1. 2 4
2 1 3

2 1 3

2 1 3
3 1 2

Sum R 37 21 11 31

X2R = 23.529 p < .01



Table 8. Ranks and sum of ranks on subscales of the
business cluster for the four extreme groups.

Scale

Group 1

Rank

Group 2

Senior CPA 1 2
Junior
Acnountant 2 3
Office Worker 2 3
Credit Manager 3 2
Purchasing
Agent 1 4
Business Educ. 3 2
Teacher
Banker 3 4
Mortician 4 2
Pharmacist 4 2

Sum R 23 24

Group 3 Group 4

3 4

1 4
1 4
1 4

2 3
1 4

2 1

1 3
1 3

X2R = 9.93, p (.02

13 30



Table 9. Correlations (r) between intuitive problem-
solving scores and scores on the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator. See temt for descriptions of scores.
N = 85

IE SN TF JP

.09 -.06 -.03,
cz .05 .11 arr -.02

.04 .04 -.16 .25*

p .05

44 P < 01

Table 10. Information Demand scores of Increasers
and Decreasers as freshmen and as seniors.

Increasers Decreasers
N = 6 N = 8

Freshman Senior Freshman Senior

R 975 1081 1070 902

Te change +106 -168



Table 11. Responses to interview queations for

Increasers and Decreasers.

Increasers Decreasers
N = 6 N = 8

1. Reported change.

Yes (definite or probable) 3 6
No (definite or prcbable) 3 2

2. Kinds of change.

Increased awareness of self 2 4

Increased awareness of
outside world 3 0

Increased confidence in own
judgment 2 6

Increased liberalness and
tolerance 5 6

Increased intellectual
critical ability 3 4

Increased social ease and
confidence 4 4

3. Changes of interests.

No change reported 2 0

New specific interests 4 4
Same interests, with greater

depth, discrimination and
criticism 0 7

4. Sources of influence.

Female peer 1 1

Male peer 2 5
Teachers 3 1

5. Reactions to tests.

Strong positive 0 4
Moderate interest 4 0

Strong negative 2 4
Recall dislike as freshman 1 5
More positive as senior 0 5
No change in evaluation 4 1

More confident as senior 2 6



Table 11 continued

Increasers Decreelers
N = 6 N 8

6. Enjoyment of risk.

Yes, certain 0 3
Yes-no, qualified 4 5
No, certain 2 0

7. Immediate future plans.

Marriage within six months 2 1

Specific graduate or
professional school 3 2

Specific travel 0 3
Undecided among real
alternatives C 4

Specific job 1 0



Table 12. Replies to the question "How do you
think?" among the four extreme groups.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Clear reply 7
Blocked 1

Unscorable 0 2

7 5
5 6
1 3

2X = 6.2 df: 6, p approaches .10

Table 13. Categories of scorable replies from the
four extreme groups on the dimension intuitive-
nonintuitive.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Intuitive only 1 4 4 0

Prefer
Intuitive 1 1 0 0

Non-intuitive
only 1 2 7 J

Prefer non-
intuitive 1 2 1 2

A-11



Table 14. Combined intuitive vs. non-intuitive
preferences among the four extregne groups.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Intuitive 2 5 4 0

Non-intuitive 2 4 8 7

x2 = 5.05, df = 3, p approaches .10

Table 15. Reported impact of college on thinking
ability of the four extreme groups.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Helped 6 5 9 9

Hindered 1 6 3 4

No change 1 2 1 1



Of

Table 16. Comparison of high &mum Ss (Groups 1

and 3) with low Success Ss (Groups 2 and 4) in

reported help or hindrance of thinking during

college.

Groups 1 and 3 Groups 2 and 4

Helped 15 14

Hindered
10

X2 = 2.05, df = 1, p approaches .10

Table 17, Focus on changes in form of thinking vs.

content of thinking among the four extreme groups.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Content
Form

0 3 Li, 5
6 5 4 1

X2 = 8.80, df = ), p <.05



Table 18. Distribution of categories of post-
college plans for the four extreme groups.

Category Group 1

1 2
2 0
3 1
4 1
5 2
6 1
7 1

Group 2 group 3 Group 4 Total

4 1
0 1

i

8
4

3 2 lo
2 6 1 lo
2 2 2 8
2 1 1 5
o o o 1



Table 19. Post-college plans of the four extreme
groups.

Group 1 Group 2 Group ) Group 4

Ratings 1+2+3 3 7 4 8

Ratings 5+6+7 4 4 3 3

x2 = 1.65, N.S.

Table 20. Stated plans for both marriage and
career as compared to more exclusive commitments.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Categories 4+5 3 4 8 3

All other
categories 5 9 5 11

X2 = 7.30, df = 3, p between .10
a:',d .05
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